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Abstract 
 

In a recent study, we examined pre-service teachers’ associative knowledge networks about 

history of science, how pre-service science teachers relate events, ideas, characters, and deeds 

in history of science and in cultural and general history. We found a strong dominance of 

persons in the organization of that knowledge (Matthew effect). Here, we continue the 

analysis started in that previous study. By using a network approach, we focus here on the 

effects of thematic scaffoldings (thematization and periodization) on the structure of the 

students’ (N=25) associative knowledge of history of science, culture, society, and politics in 

era between 1550 and 1850. We explore the types of connections students make and how 

important the different types of connections are for the overall structure of the associative 

network. In addition, we find out how frequently certain connections are recalled in the group 

of 25 students. The results show that person-to-science connections are dominant, but 

science-to-history connections are also important, thus alleviating the bias towards the 

person-centered conceptions of history of science found in the previous study.  

 

Keywords: history, science, network approach, thematic scaffoldings, recall 
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
History of science is an integral part of understanding science in broader historical 

and social context. Consequently, science educators have made several suggestions how to 

include the history of science as part of science curriculum in schools and in science 

teacher’s education (Galili & Hazan, 2001; Gooday et al., 2008; Holton, 2003; Höttecke & 

Silva, 2011; Russell, 1981). A major challenge for a course on history of science that attempts 
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to develop an overall picture of science is the demand of providing the big and complex 

picture of relevant historical events, ideas, and processes. One well known obstacle in 

achieving that goal is that students often conceive the history of science presented through 

individual scientists’ achievements and biographies (Koponen & Nousiainen, 2018; Leite, 

2002), not as complex and entangled web of reciprocal effects of individuals affecting the 

course of societies and in turn, societies affecting deeds, desires and motivations of 

individuals. Moreover, the textbooks of science often convey to students a picture, where 

history of science is presented as uninterrupted chain of progress, based on breakthroughs 

and achievements accomplished by few remarkable individuals (Leite, 2002). This tendency 

of students to put too much emphasis on individuals and their achievements was very 

clearly noted in our previous study of students’ associative knowledge about history of 

science (Koponen & Nousiainen, 2018).  

In learning and teaching history of science one is encountered with same complex 

situation as in learning history in general. Before a deeper understanding is possible, a vast 

amount of details must be known and acquired (Dawson, 2004; Dawson, 2009; van Boxtel 

& van Drie, 2012; van Drie & van Boxtel, 2008; van Drie et al., 2009). Only when a rich 

enough knowledge base becomes available, it becomes possible to start to construct a big 

picture, a landscape of history and science history as part of that history. For that, students 

need appropriate scaffoldings, landmarks and key concepts. The key concepts in providing 

such a scaffolding are often so called colligatory concepts, which refer to sets of events or 

phenomena having a long temporal duration or far extending consequence (van Boxtel & 

van Drie, 2012). In providing the scaffoldings, on the other hand, attention must be paid on 

chronology of events, periodisation, their duration and extension in time. The 

periodisation and contextualisation allows to locate the events and to recognise their long-

term effects and implications, thus providing the events a special meaning within that 

context. The events are then not only a random collection unrelated occurrence of acts and 

deeds (Dawson, 2004; Dawson, 2009; van Boxtel & van Drie, 2012; van Drie & van Boxtel, 

2008; van Drie et al., 2009).  

Knowledge of persons, events, ideas, inventions and objects and periods, knowledge 

of their occurrence, temporal duration and extensions is simple factual knowledge. 

However, providing chronological and thematic ordering within that plethora of items is 

for students a very demanding cognitive task (Dawson, 2004; Dawson, 2009; van Boxtel & 

van Drie, 2012; van Drie & van Boxtel, 2008; van Drie et al., 2009). The scaffolding, and the 

knowledge base associated with it, which allows learners to place historical knowledge in 

correct periods and contexts is by some researcher called “frame of reference” or “historical 

overview knowledge” (van Boxtel & van Drie, 2012). Research on learning history shows that 

providing such scaffoldings and associated colligatory concepts might be the most 

important single factor helping learners to make better sense of the history. The instruction 
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that focuses on the colligatory concepts helps learners to build rich associative networks of 

concepts, where temporal (chronological) and thematical relatedness are core features (van 

Boxtel & van Drie, 2012). Informed by the recent research focusing on learning history, the 

importance of colligatory concepts and their role in (thematically) associative knowledge 

networks guides attention to explore how students forage and acquire historical knowledge 

and how they use thematical associations to establish relations between different concepts. 

For this, knowledge cartographic methods developed within the network science and 

complex networks are perfectly suitable tools (Koponen & Nousiainen, 2014; Koponen & 

Nousiainen, 2018).  

In what follows, the structure of pre-service teachers’ knowledge organisation is 

explored. The focus of the study is on the foraging and acquisition of knowledge of history 

of science, cultural history and general history. Attention is paid to those properties, which 

give information of the students’ knowledge organisation strategies used in a situation, 

where amount of knowledge is large, connections may be many faceted and sometimes 

obscure, but where nevertheless, certain kind of order apparently emerges. In that respect, 

the students’ knowledge organisation has a certain resemblance to self-organized critical 

systems, which are poised on the edge of chaos; order and disorder are present at the same 

time. Commonly used examples of self-organized systems are for example formation of 

landslides, earthquakes and growing systems with aggregation and fragmentation taking 

place at the same time. In these cases, many changes in the system may be small but 

ubiquitous (e.g., small landslides, small quakes or small clusters attaching or disintegrating 

from larger ones), some of them very rare but massive. Such systems are on the edge of 

breaking down due to large, massive changes, but constantly adapt through smaller 

changes, finding a quasi-stable states with quasi-stable properties (see e.g. Hoffman & 

Payton 2018; Frigg, 2003). A characteristic feature of such systems is often found to be 

heavy-tailed (sometimes also more exactly power-law type) distributions that characterize 

statistics of many measurable properties of the system. Emergence of heavy-tailed 

distributions is often taken as a sign of underlying complex dynamics of the system, where 

system growth, dynamics or other pertinent changes in system take place in different scales 

(dynamic, spatial or size). How self-organized systems can be taken as generic models of 

many such phenomena is discussed by Frigg (2003), who provides a critical and non-

technical review of uses and misuses of self-critical systems. From the viewpoint of 

knowledge organization, self-organized critical systems offer an interesting notion; it can 

be a way to optimize the structural features of the system, for better stability and resilience 

(see e.g., Hoffman & Payton, 2018 and references therein). Here, the most obvious 

connection to self-organized critical systems is to aggregation and fragmentation as a 

process related to formation of network. In that, new elements (nodes) and link between 
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them are constantly added, existing elements are disintegrating and fragments joining to 

existing parts; in that process, a self-organized stability becomes realized.  

In this study, I take the view that students’ associative knowledge about the history 

of science may well be a knowledge system poised on the edge of order and chaos, much in 

the way the self-organised critical systems are found to be. It is plausible that dynamics 

resembling critical self-organisation is a way to optimise the organisation of complex 

knowledge, retrieval, and recall-based classification of knowledge in certain modules. 

Consequently, the focus is here on thematic organisation and role of persons as they are 

related to other thematic types of knowledge. The context of this study is a seven-week 

course of history of science for pre-service physics teachers, which aimed to develop a 

picture of history of science as embedded in cultural history and general history. The results 

presented here augment and complement the analysis of this same situation and context 

of learning history of science we have reported in a previous (Koponen & Nousiainen, 2018). 

In that study, it was shown how pre-service science teacher students’ knowledge of history 

of science and history in general is organised around certain famous characters, ideas, 

events, and institutions. Such nodes formed kinds of hubs and around them, other items 

were organized, thus revealing the phenomenon of accumulation of fame; the Mathew 

effect in action in organization of knowledge. Here, a closer look is taken on the role of 

such nodes and how they organize the network.  
 
 
 

METHODS 
 

The analysis is informed by view that students’ knowledge and its organisation can be 

approached from a perspective that it is a complexly connected network of knowledge. 

Therefore, it makes sense to approach it as a complex network. Here, this idea is followed 

and extended so that the whole networks is treated as system, in a holistic way. The 

structure of the networks and aspects related to dynamics (although through static 

properties) are explored to find possible signs reminiscent of self-organised critical 

systems.  

 

Empirical design and sample  

The context of this study is a physics history course for pre-service physics teachers 

(at a Finnish University). The course’s aim was to introduce physics history as a part of 

more general science history, part of the history of the humanities and arts, and as part of 

general history. The physics history discussed in the course covered classical physics 

(mechanics, thermodynamics, electricity and magnetism and electromagnetism). The 
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course was attended by 25 students. It lasted seven weeks and consisted of two three-hour 

weekly contact teaching sessions.  

The sample of data examined here came from the preparatory task which focused on 

a topic to be discussed (after the task) in each week’s contact teaching session. The sample 

consisted of four separate preparatory tasks, each of them focusing on one of the four 

different historical periods of 1550–1640, 1640–1730, 1730–1790, and 1790–1850. Each of the 

historical periods was covered for one week (two hours for lectures and two for group 

discussion). In the preparatory tasks, students were asked to identify those characters, 

ideas, inventions, and events they thought to be of major interest or importance for the era 

to be discussed. The tasks were thus simple fact acquisition and collection with the goal to 

collect background knowledge for further discussions. As sources of information and facts 

students used easily available sources like textbooks, introductions to physics history (for 

example, (Holton & Brush, 2001; Simonyi, 2012) and Wikipedia. Students thus needed to 

select and decide what to retrieve and what they considered to be relevant.  

In the preparatory tasks, students were asked to report the connections between 

historical characters (scientists, philosophers, writers, artists, rulers etc.) and ideas and 

inventions and historical events they found relevant and important for the given era. The 

resulting connection they reported in form of pair-wise connections, for example {Newton 

↔ Gravity}, {Galilei ↔ Heliocentricity}. On basis of such ordered pairs, we constructed a 

network, where each key word is a node in the network and the dyadic connection is a link 

connecting the two nodes. The dyadic pairs of associations that students reported in the 

preparatory task formed the basis to construct an aggregated network where each item 

mentioned in any of the reports appears as a node, any of the connections as a link, and 

then, frequency of how often a given link is mentioned appears as a weight of the link. The 

resulting network, which includes all the different keywords and connections reported by 

the group of 25 students, consists of 1405 different nodes (keywords) and the 2501 different 

links between them. The number of links, when all the nodes and links in all the pre-tasks 

are collated, varies from 70 links for the most extensively connected node to only one link 

for most nodes. Eventually, such networks are treated as network of associative knowledge 

and analysed by using the network cartographic methods. 

 
 

Basic Analysis: Network Cartography 

The students’ associative knowledge of history of science was approached here from 

viewpoint that such organisation of knowledge can be analysed as complex network of 

knowledge. Based on previous research of the structure of associative networks, partly 

about the same topic as discussed here (Koponen & Nousiainen, 2018) we already know 

that the networks have two important properties: The modular structure and heavy-tailed 
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nature of network, which shows up as heavy-tailed distribution of degree centrality of 

nodes. The modularity arises from the thematic organisation of nodes around the key-

nodes, while heavy-tailed structure emerges because of the hub-like nodes, which attract 

many auxiliary nodes with only few connections to other nodes.  

In this study, we focused on three aspects assumed to be characteristic of associative 

networks: 1) local connectivity of nodes, measured simply as node’s degree that is the 

number of links attached to it; 2) thematic types of connections and modularity arising 

from thematization and; 3) recall frequency of different thematic types of connections. The 

research questions we pose and answer by using the chosen methodological approach are: 

 

RQ1: Which thematic types (nodes) are attracting the connections (i.e., act as hubs)?  

RQ2: How robust is the network against suppression of given thematic modules? 

RQ3: How does recall frequency of link depend on thematic modularity and node’s 

degree? 

  

To answer these questions, we partitioned the nodes of the network in three classes 

and explored how nodes within these three classes affect the structure of the network. In 

addition, we provide information of how frequently the connections (i.e., the recall 

frequency) were mentioned by the students (N=25). This information completes the picture 

of the associative network given in the previous study (Koponen & Nousiainen 2018), where 

different types of centralities of the nodes was examined by using the knowledge 

cartographic methods.  

The reason to focus only on node’s degree (i.e., degree centrality D) as a measure of 

its connectivity is due to notion that the degree centrality D correlate well enough with the 

other relevant centrality measures (like the Betweenness and Eigenvector centrality 

(Koponen & Nousiainen, 2018). Pearson correlation coefficients range from 0.86 up to 0.94 

depending on case. Therefore, the more complex centrality measures are not needed here. 

Moreover, the degree centrality D is an often-used method in concept-maps based analyses 

of textbooks (Roseman, et al., 2010) or students’ concept maps (McClure et al., 1999; Ruiz-

Primo & Shavelson, 1996). Of course, some details (like exact ranking of important nodes) 

are then missed but the properties of interest here are not sensitive to the missed 

quantitative details. 

 
 

Associative Knowledge as Complex System  

The essential information of connectivity of knowledge items (nodes) in the 

associative network was coded in the links connecting nodes p and q, which stand for 

persons, ideas, events etc. that are represented in the network. The basic idea was to find a 
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set of key items (nodes) that are connected to the other items of interest by contiguous 

(connected) paths in the network. The counting of such paths of various length, weighted 

by their lengths, was then used as a measure of their global importance in the network. 

Such a measure is related to how a node can pass information through the network to nodes 

to which it is connected, and consequently, how it affects retrieval of knowledge.  

The associative network consisted of 𝑁 nodes and (at maximum) 𝑁 × (𝑁 − 1) possible 

links between the nodes. The network can be described by a 𝑁 × 𝑁 adjacency matrix 𝑨 with 

elements [𝑨]𝑝𝑞 = 𝑎𝑝𝑞, where 𝑎𝑝𝑞 = 1 when nodes are connected and 𝑎𝑝𝑞 = 0 when they 

are not connected. The adjacency matrix 𝑨 can be now used to obtain the number of walks 

in the network needed to connect the two nodes within it. This is based on the notion that 

there is a walk from 𝑝 to 𝑞 if 𝑎𝑝𝑞 ≠ 0, walk 𝑝 → 𝑗 → 𝑞 if 𝑎𝑝𝑗, 𝑎𝑗𝑞 ≠ 0, walk 𝑝 → 𝑘 → 𝑘′ → 𝑞 if 

𝑎𝑝𝑗, 𝑎𝑗𝑘 , 𝑎𝑗𝑘′ ≠ 0 etc. Thus, for a walk involving two nodes [𝑨2]𝑝𝑞 ≠ 0, for three nodes 

[𝑨3]𝑝𝑞 ≠ 0 and N nodes [𝑨𝑁]𝑝𝑞 ≠ 0, respectively. Now, in a connected network, the 

number of long walks increases rapidly, nearly factorially with the length of the walk, 

because different combinatorial possibilities emerge, and one is interested in the relative 

weight of such walks. Therefore, the number of walks is usually divided by the factorial, to 

obtain the communicability (Estrada, 2012) 

𝐺𝑝𝑞(𝛽) =
1

1!
𝛽[𝐀]𝑝𝑞 +

1

2!
𝛽2[𝐀2]𝑝𝑞 +

1

3!
𝛽3[𝐀3]𝑝𝑞 + ⋯ =  [𝑒𝛽𝐀]

𝑝𝑞
− 1   (1) 

where e[∙] is matrix exponential and [∙]𝑝𝑞 is its element at row 𝑝 and column 𝑞. The 

communicability 𝐺𝑝𝑞, as operationalized through the walks, has well-defined mathematical 

properties. The definition in Eq. (1) included a free parameter 𝛽 ≥ 1 that was used to tune 

how extensively parts of the network are included in counting the walks. An optimum value 

of parameter 𝛽 is such that all paths that increase the diversity of key terms and words that 

contribute to the total communicability are included with the lowest possible value of 𝛽. 

In practice, values 1.5 < 𝛽 < 2.0 provide the optimal estimates.  

The communicability Gpq can be considered as an element in matrix G that defines 

how all nodes within the network are connected through their communicability. The 

matrix G, when normalized, is a proper state of the network, assigning a well-defined 

probability for each pairwise communicability. Such a state (always positive and semi-

definite) is given by (Estrada, 2012) 

𝚪 = 𝐆/Tr[𝐆]       (2) 

 

where trace Tr[G] of matrix G is the normalization factor. Note that dependence on β is 

now dropped, since a single optimal value that provides the maximum Frechet derivative 

will be used. The state Γ now completely specifies the system, while each element in it can 

be taken as a probability for activation a connection between individual system elements. 
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Such a description transforms the complex network into a complex system, yielding to 

similar description as the quantum systems. In that, the state Γ parallels with quantum 

density matrix describing the quantum state. The off-diagonal sums of Γ, defined as 𝐺𝑝 =

∑ Γ𝑝𝑞𝑞  are of special interest, since they correspond to total communicability (Estrada, 2012) 

of node (therefore, symbol G is used in its definition). In what follows, the state Γ is used 

in exploring the students’ agglomerated associative network and in discussing its 

behaviour.  

 
 
 

RESULTS 

 
Historical persons, ideas, inventions, and events are not isolated facts, but always 

embedded as part of a larger picture. When all details and their connections are put 

together, a complex and even chaotic system of pieces of facts is formed. Figure 1 shows the 

network, which represents that system of knowledge, person, ideas, inventions and events 

as nodes and links between them representing the associative connections. The network 

shown is fully connected, every node having at least one connecting link. However, of the 

total 1405 nodes, only 597 have more than two links; the network has a large halo of nodes 

with only one connecting link. The network is slightly disassortative, having assortativity 

(according to the standard definition, see e.g. Newman 2010) of about -0.10. The network 

in Figure 1 is shown in so-called spring-embedded form, where parts with many mutual 

connections are more tightly packed in comparison to lesser connected parts. This shows 

the modular structure of the network as densely packed constellation of clusters.  

 

Table 1  
Rankings of Nodes (Top 18 Nodes), Acronyms (ACR) and Corresponding Degrees 
(Number of Attached Links) D 
 Node (ACR) D   Node (ACR) D  Node (ACR) D 

1. Newton (Nw) 70  7. Enlightenment (EN) 37 13. Kepler (Kp) 29 

2. Huygens (Hu) 50  8. Industrial revl. (IR) 35 14. Bernoulli (Br) 29 

3. Galilei (Ga) 49  9. Gravitation (Gg) 34 15. Lagrange (Lg) 27 

4. Leibniz (Lb) 41  10. The French Revl. (FR) 32 16. Laplace (Lp) 26 

5. Hooke (Hk) 39  11. Faraday (Fa) 32 17. Steam engine (st) 26 

6. Descartes (De) 38  12. Mechanics (Me) 30 18. Electrc & magn (EM) 25 
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Figure 1. The aggregated network representing students’ associative knowledge of history of 
science. Only the most central part of the network is shown for better visibility. The network 
shows all items mentioned at least once in a group of 25 students. The size of the nodes is 
proportional to the number of links attached to them. The abbreviations are explained in Table 1. 

 
 
 

Results of the Basic Analysis 

RQ1, about the attraction of nodes, is answered by noting that the nodes with highest 

number of links attached to them (i.e., with degree centralities D) are persons, either 

scientists or scientist-philosophers. In addition, some nodes referring to scientific 

inventions and ideas are also among the nodes that attract many connections. These high 

affinity nodes acted as kinds of hubs in the network as shown in Table 1, with symbols 

referring to Figure 1. In addition to top 18 nodes of interest are nodes corresponding: 1) 

Reformation (RFM), The thirty-years’ war (W30) and Catholic church are key-nodes in 

cluster related to the reformation; 2) The American revolution (AmR) and Independence 

of United States of America (USA) are related to independence of North America; 3) Volta 

(Vo), electric current (EC), electrodynamics and Faraday (Fa) are related to electricity and 

electrodynamics. The institutions of interest and having central roles are The Royal Society 

(RS) and The French Academy (FA), both displayed in Figure 1.  
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The modular structure of the network, as was also found in the previous study 

(Koponen & Nousiainen, 2018), emerges from temporalisation (historical periods) as well 

as from thematic ordering (e.g., mechanics, thermodynamics, and electricity). Here, from 

the aggregated network in Figure 1 it is seen that mainly the modularity was related to the 

periodisation into the four distinct periods I-IV, of which Era I, corresponding to the era of 

Scientific Revolution, contained most of the nodes and links. Interestingly, the structure 

and statistics of the network (i.e., the distribution of centralities) seemed not to be 

dependent on the thematization and periodisation, nor on the extension (duration of the 

period) and extensivity (number of items) of different periods. In all cases, the different 

centralities were heavy-tailed distributions, which at large values decay substantially 

slower than exponentially (Koponen & Nousiainen, 2018). Instead, the modularity arising 

from the thematic content and periodisation was clearly a different kind of feature of the 

associative network, affecting the organisation of knowledge as clusters. Here, we take a 

closer look at those aspects of the structure of the associative networks that are related to 

the modular organisation.  

The largest concentration of nodes in the lower right corner of the Figure 1 

corresponded the era from the Reformation (ca 1550) to the Enlightenment (1730), spanning 

roughly 180 years. The nodes with the highest degrees belonged to the birth of a new 

science with a heliocentric worldview and ended with the years of scientific revolution. The 

top ten nodes (i.e. characters, ideas, inventions, or events) on the basis of the degree 

centrality D (i.e. number of connections) overall network belong to this era 1550–1730 and 

were: 1. Newton (Nw), 2. Huygens (Hu), 3. Galilei (Ga), 4. Leibniz (Lb), 5. Hooke (Hk), 6. 

Descartes (De), 7. Enlightenment (En), 8. Industrial revolution (IR), 9. Gravitation (Gg) and 

10. The French Revolution (FR).  

The focus on persons is a characteristic feature of the students’ networks (Koponen & 

Nousiainen, 2018). In general, about 70% of cases among those having a high degree 

centrality in the network are persons. This probably reflects the heavily biographical 

conception of science history, also noted in some studies by the way in which the history 

of science tends to be introduced in science textbooks (see e.g. (Leite, 2002). Of the ideas 

and conceptual inventions, the most important are: 9. gravitation and the law of universal 

gravitation (Gg), 12. Mechanics (Me), 17. Steam engine (st), and 18. Electricity and 

magnetism (EM). The topics other than persons are mentioned only about 30% of cases 

and thus gain lesser attention in comparison to individual scientists. In addition, the 

network contains a large number of auxiliary items having only one connection, displayed 

in Figure 1 as a halo of the core network.  

To study the robustness of the network against the removal of certain types of links, 

we first divided the nodes in three different categories: Persons (P), Science (S) and General 

history (H). The category of persons included only individuals, scientists and other 
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historical characters, category of science scientific ideas, inventions and phenomena, while 

general history included historical events, movements, ideas and institutions. It is now of 

interest to ask, what relationships exist between nodes that belong to these classes and how 

these links constitute the aggregated network. The possible six types of links are thus: 

Person-to-Person (P-P); Person-to-Science (P-S); Person-to-History (P-H); Science-to-

Science (S-S); Science-to-History (S-H) and History-to-History (H-H). Note that all links 

are symmetric. The most often recalled links are summarised in Table 2 according to the 

frequency f=n/N, where n is the number of times the given connection is recalled 

(mentioned) in the class of N=25 students.  

The distribution of the X-Y links with X, Y ϵ {P, S,H} within the aggregated networks 

is shown in Figure 2. From the results in Table 2 and Figure 2 it is seen that the densest 

collection of links belonged to class person-to-science, indicating that students preferred 

connections between scientist and their achievements, and their knowledge was organised 

dominantly around these connections. It should be noted that that large a bias was not 

caused by the structure of the task, which was designed to maintain a balance between all 

groups. The fact that one group of person-to-science was over-represented means that it 

either was the easiest task to complete and/or the one that attracted most attention. As 

will be discussed later on, it is quite reasonable to assume that person centred view is for 

cognitive reasons a dominant one, as suggested by results in Figure 2. 
 
 

Table 2 
The Most Commonly Mentioned Links in Six X-to-Y, Where X, Y ϵ {P, S, H}. The Recall 
Frequencies f are Divided in Three Classes: i for f ≥ 0.6, ii for 0.4 ≤ f < 0.6 and iii for 0.3 ≤ f 
< 0.4 
P – S  P-{P,H}  {S,H}-{S,H}  

i. Galilei-Heliocentricity  
i. Galilei-Telescope 
i. Copernicus-Heliocentricity 
i. Kepler-Kepler’s laws 
i. Kepler-Planetary motion 
i. Newton-Gravitation law 
i. Newton-Newton’s laws 
i. Newton-optics 
i. Newton-spectrum 
i. Newton-calculus 
i. Gilbert-magnetism 
i. Descartes-rationalism 
i. Steam engine – Papin 
i. Steam engine – Newcomen 
i. Steam engine –Watt 
i. Franklin – Electricity 
ii. Faraday – Electromagntsm. 
ii. Bacon -Empiricism 

i. Kepler-Brahe 
i. Wren-The London Fire  
 
ii. Bacon – James I 
ii. Hooke – Royal Society 
ii. Wren – Royal Society 
ii. Kant – Enlightenment 
ii. Voltaire – Enlightenment 
 
iii. Bacon –Elizabeth I 
iii. Bacon – Royal Society 
iii Bacon – Scientific rvl. 
iii Bach –Baroque 
iii Descartes - Newton 
iii Descartes -Beeckman  
iii Engl. Civil W. - Cromwell 
iii Engl. Civil W. – Charles I 
iii Galilei - Inquisition 

i. Steam engine – Industrial rvl. 
 
ii. Heliocentricity-Planetary mtn. 
ii. Magnetism – Earth’s magn. field 
ii. Spectrum - Optics  
ii. Spectrum - Prism 
ii. Gravity – Falling motion 
 
iii. Wave motion – Theory of light  
iii Engl. Civil W. – Restaurt. 
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The Science-to-History category of links were very sparse, sparser than History-to-

History and Science-to-Science categories (which was rather dense). The fact that link 

categories not involving persons were sparser than the categories involving persons is 

interesting, and supports the notion that students’ conception of science history and 

history in general is dominantly of person centered. In addition, it is noteworthy that recall 

Science-History and History-History links were very rare or even absent if module 

corresponding to Era I of the Scientific Revolution. It seems that this module was nearly 

exclusively centered on individuals and their achievements and deeds. The overall 

appearance of Era I is thus certainly very different from later eras, especially from the Eras 

III and IV, where Person-to-Person connections, on the other hand, are much rarer than in 

era I (see Figures 1 and 2 to locate the eras III and IV in the halo of the aggregated network).  

The connections between persons to science and history, however, are very often 

auxiliary in sense that the connections of persons are to single isolated items that are not 

connected strongly to anything else. This means that the distribution of connections that 

maintain robustness of the network and its structure (seen in the previous study (Koponen 

& Nousiainen, 2018) as the surprising similarity of structure between all eras I-IV) are more 

equally distributed. Once we removed each of the six categories X-Y with X,Y ϵ {P,S,H} at 

a time and explore how the degree centrality of the nodes would change, we see that the 

high affinity nodes affected most and their degree centrality was substantially reduced. At 

the same time, however, the heavy-tail characteristics of the network was retained. This, of 

course, is due to fact that only auxiliary connections are removed. The changes in node 

degrees is shown in Figure 3, with symbols referring to Table 2. 
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Figure 2. The distribution of links with different relationship types within the aggregated 

network shown in Fig 1. The link types are divided in six classes X-Y, where X and Y are nodes of 

type Person (P), Science (S) or History (H). Nodes and their sizes correspond to those shown in 

Fig.1. 

 
 

The removal of specific modules X-Y did not disintegrate the network since most of 

the removed nodes were only auxiliary ones. The important high-affinity nodes always had 

connections to number of nodes in other modules so that removal of one module X-Y was 

not yet enough to destroy the overall structure and organisation of the associative network; 

the networks were robust ones. This feature is directly interpretable so that the high affinity 

nodes are indeed the colligatory concepts, which keep the network connected maintaining 

through long paths, seen previously as high centrality importance of such nodes (Koponen 

& Nousiainen, 2018). Note that in Figure 3 only the effects on the degrees of the nodes is 

shown, but from the previous study (Koponen & Nousiainen, 2018) we know that other 

centrality measures are strongly correlated with the degree centrality so the effect on other 

centralities is very similar.  

RQ2, about the robustness of the network, is answered by the notions that even 

deletion of substantial portions and complete modules was not enough to destroy the 

overall structure of the networks. Such a resilience emerged from the role of hubs in 
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connecting different parts of the network. Although the connections between different 

modules provided by hubs were not very frequent, there were enough such connections to 

maintain the global connectedness even if many links were deleted.  

 

Results of the Analysis of the Network of Knowledge as Complex System 

The aggregated network shown in Figs. 1-3 had few nodes that clearly had much 

higher degrees than most of other nodes, while vast majority of nodes had very low degrees. 

This behaviour was evident when degree distribution of nodes was examined, as shown in 

Figure 4 (at left), revealing very clear heavy-tailed distributions, approximately decaying 

rather as inverse power laws than exponentially. In addition, the off-diagonal sums of the 

state matrix Γ corresponding to total communicability of nodes (with maximum 

normalized to unity) also showed (Figure 4, in the middle) heavy-tail characteristics except 

in the trailing edge of the highest values of communicabilities. The last panel in Fig. 4 shows 

the effects of complete rewiring (REW) on communicability. The rewiring destroyed the 

modular structure but retained the heavy-tailed nature. This shows that the heavy-tailed 

structure, although connected to modular structure, is genuinely independent property of 

the network. 

The off-diagonal sums were interesting, because they revealed significant changes in 

the network, when all links within it were rewired, but so that degree distribution was 

maintained. In this case, although the number of links attached to anode remained 

unchanged, the changes in the trailing edge of the distribution were significant; the 

number of nodes, which have high communicabilities, was reduced as shown in Fig 4. (at 

right). This reveals that although the network has many distributive properties that are 

characteristic of chaos, the significant nodes, which have high communicability, are special 

ones; they maintain the skeletal order and organization and around that order, more 

random and chaotic organization occurs. Such features are strong signals of dynamics, 

which keeps the system poised on the edge of chaos and order. At present, due to 

limitations of the empirical data, it is not possible to provide direct evidence or obtain 

direct information of the dynamics, which may be behind such behaviour. However, the 

distribution of recall frequencies of different links may provide additional complementary 

information.  
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Figure 3. Relative changes ΔD/D in degrees D of nodes versus the absolute change ΔD due to 
removal of modules in classes X-Y with with X, Y ϵ {P,S,H}. 
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Figure 4. Normalized frequency of occurrence distributions for degrees D (at left) and total 
communicabilities G for original (in the middle) and rewired (at right) networks. To demonstrate 
heavy tailed characteristics of distributions, inverse power-laws with exponent λ as indicated in 
figures are shown. Different values for β are used to show how distributions depend slightly on 
choice of β. The power-laws are not exact fits, but shown only to illustrate the decay of 
distributions. 
 
 

Recall Frequencies 

Thus far, the focus has been on the structure of the aggregated network. The relevant 

information of the individual students’ networks is provided by the relative frequency of 

how often a certain link is recalled in an ensemble of 25 students. While the majority of 

links was recalled only once or less than three times, some of the links were recalled more 

than 60% of the students. This shows that the individual students’ networks were only 

fragments of the aggregated network, which made the reasonable comparisons between 

the students rather awkward; similarities between the individual networks were so few. 

However, the recall frequency provided useful information of individual differences.  

The most frequently recalled connections were most often between the nodes, where 

one has a high centrality and the other one a low centrality, as seen in Table 2. This is 

connected to the fact that high centrality nodes naturally have many auxiliary nodes 

connected to them, thus increasing their degree. The distribution of links according to their 

relative recall frequency (from the maximum) of how often the link is mentioned is shown 

in Figure 5, where only those links are shown, which are mentioned with a relative 

frequency exceeding a given threshold fc. As is shown in Figure 5 and Table 2, most of the 

links with fc > 0.6 were in the largest cluster, which contains the top nodes (i.e. the cluster 

corresponding the Era I of Scientific Revolution). However, often the high recall frequency 

links contained a node, which did not have so prominent a degree centrality. Consequently, 
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the degrees of the dyadic pairs and their recall frequencies do not show any significance 

correlation. For fc > 0.6, the Pearson correlation was slightly negative -0.26 but p-value 

indicate no significance for the correlation, for 0.4 < fc < 0.6 correlation is 0.68 with p-value 

0.02 indicating significant correlation, but for fc < 0.4 the correlation vanished to 0.10 and 

was not significant. When a closer look is taken on the dyadic pairs, it is very evident that 

they were strongly constrained by the thematic ordering. Moreover, the high correlation in 

case 0.4 < fc < 0.6, although significant, is due to small set of nodes that belong to eras I 

and II. Therefore, no simple relation seems to exist between node degrees and recall 

frequencies. 

The answer to RQ3, about the recall frequencies, is addressed by the finding that at 

the level of individual students, there was large variability in how different links were 

recalled and only few links were recalled by more than 60% of students. In addition, the 

recall frequency of nodes was not predictable by the degree of nodes and depended on 

other, content related factors that also determined the modularity. The results of this study 

was based on a limited sample. Therefore, it is best to treat the overall statistical structural 

properties as largely independent of the content related properties. This suggests that 

factors that determine the attachment of links to nodes and how they are distributed are 

different from the factors that determine how links are recalled and how the modules arise; 

the overall system of associative knowledge thus appear to originate from different and 

unrelated types of knowledge processing. The first factor is supposedly related to cognitive 

factors (i.e. how knowledge is processed, handled and organised) while the second factors 

is most probably related simply to possession of factual knowledge (i.e. what is known and 

what are the available facts) possessed and available to students. This dual organisation 

provides the astonishingly high robustness of the networks. This, of course, is a desired 

property of associative networks. 
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Figure 5. The distribution of links according to their relative frequency (from the maximum) of 
how often the link is mentioned in a group of 25 students. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
We have here continued the examination of how the students make associative 

connections between different characters in the history of science, scientific ideas, 

inventions, and events in general history. It was previously found that the networks that 

represent the students’ associative knowledge of science history, the nodes that are 

dominant (i.e. have high degree centrality) are most often persons, mostly scientists, and 

thus, the overall picture is thus quite person-centered (Koponen & Nousiainen, 2018). 

However, students also perceive historical events as important, such as the French 

Revolution, the American Revolution, and the Industrial Revolution.  

One reason for strong person-centered views may well be the way in which textbooks 

and popularisations of science tend to present the role of “great scientists” as heroic 

characters advancing science (Leite, 2002), possibly reinforced also by the picture of 

scientist in popular culture. While such an emphasis on persons is obviously related to 

common ways to introduce the topic, another, interesting and deeper reason for the 

centrality of persons might well be related to how students make pairwise associations. The 

dominance of persons in pairwise associations can be also seen as a sign of attractiveness 

of using persons as cues to make associative connections. On basis of word association 

studies showing that in making the connections between cue-words and target-words, the 

ease of memorisation is crucial (Witherby & Tauber, 2017). A plausible assumption is then 

that persons' names are simply easier to retrieve from than colligatory concepts (like the 

Enlightenment) that refer to colligatory, connected set of events. The links which are 

farthest removed from persons, science-to-history and history-to-history links are then 

supposedly the links which are lesser mentioned and lesser recalled. These conclusions are 

only a tentative here, but they are empirically testable and thus warrant a closer attention 

in future studies.  

The current study sheds light on the question why the students’ associative networks 

are surprisingly robust against changes or even significant deletions. The robust structure 

emerging from the hubs in one hand, and from the modular, thematic structure, together 

make the networks robust and allow for knowledge to be easily retrieved from the network, 

since they have enough short-cut type connections allowing for easy transgression of 

modular boundaries. Many of the high affinity nodes are also the ones that are related to 

so called colligatory concepts, providing an overall coherence and contiguous connectivity 

to the network, and thus, to the associative knowledge that those networks represent. 

These features come close to how self-organised critical systems are assumed to behave; 

they are systems where order and chaos are present at the same time, often signalled as 

properties, which are distributed according heavy-tailed distributions, decaying rather like 
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inverse-power laws than exponentially (e.g., normal distributions, or distributions 

resembling them). In the present case of associative networks, properties having a heavy-

tailed distribution include the node degrees and communicability (global connectivity) of 

nodes. The associative networks, on the other hand, can be expected to emerge from 

optimisation of knowledge organisation, so that retrieval but becomes possible in cases 

where vast amount of knowledge is amassed. In such situations, few well connected items 

(nodes) act as (thematic) around which other more auxiliary items are arranged. Such 

networks are complex in that many contiguous and unexpected connections are possible, 

and therefore, unexpected associative connections are possible and provide flexibility and 

resilience. On the other hand, the networks are simple in the sense that the rules of 

producing organisation appear to be simple; ways to make connections are nearly random, 

ways to recall links are nearly random, but everything is dominated by few extremely 

attractive nodes related to thematically relevant colligatory items.  

The nodes that have high degree centrality (i.e., so-called hubs) which are most often 

persons but, in some cases, also colligatory concepts, have quite central roles also in sub-

networks, not only in the aggregated network. Changes (deletions) of links in different sub-

networks have unexpectedly weak effects on the connectivity of the network as a whole, 

again demonstrating the resilience to changes. Similar results have been reported in other 

studies, where cognitive or knowledge networks and their layered structure (multiplex 

structure) have been explored (Stella 2020; Vukic et al., 2020). Of these, the study by Vukic 

et al. (2020) focused also on students’ knowledge acquisition (in computer sciences). The 

study used a multilayer network approach in analysis and reports finding strong thematic 

structure and hubs corresponding to concepts that are significant in each layer of the 

network. Such concepts were found to be central for knowledge acquisition and processing 

(Vukic, et al., 2020). Given the resemblance to results reported here, such thematic or 

taxonomic structure associated with content and organized around hub-like nodes may 

well underline the knowledge and cognitive networks relevant for learning in general. In 

addition, it should be noted that one finds similar structures also in organization of 

knowledge in textbooks, where hubs corresponding to key terms are related to thematic 

organization of topics (Roseman, et al., 2010; Majidi 2013). Paying attention on such features 

may provide keys to understand better roles of knowledge organization in context of 

learning. 

The emergence of hubs and their role in providing the thematic organization 

resembles the formation of clusters and heavy-tailed distribution of clusters in self-

organized critical systems, where their heavy tailed features are also quite robust ones and 

resilient to changes in such systems. In these cases, the features of the system emerge from 

constant aggregation and fragmentation of system constituents, small fragments being 

ubiquitous but sometimes, very large fragments disintegrating form existing clusters and 
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aggregating to other clusters. Such dynamics give rise to heavy-tailed distributions of 

cluster size, the clusters constantly changing but distribution retaining their form 

(compare with Hoffman & Payton, 2018 and references therein). Such process closely 

resembles the preferential attachment model (Newman, 2010; Estrada, 2012) but now with 

possibility of disintegration. Here, however, this conclusion remains speculative, because 

empirical data is only about the final state, and this is not yet enough to convincingly justify 

such a model. 

 The frequency how many of the students mention a certain connection (link) shows 

no apparent relation to the degree of nodes the link connects. This suggests that the affinity 

of node that determines how many connections it receives is largely independent of the 

assessment how important the given connection is deemed to be; even the connections 

between nodes that have only few connections are sometimes recalled quite frequently. 

This indicates a separation between attractiveness of nodes and assessed importance of 

connections. The importance of connections seems to arise from thematic context and 

highly recalled connections are mostly within modular clusters and not so often crossing 

borders between clusters. To better understand the cognitive processes behind making the 

associations would require more extensive samples and better-controlled tasks. 

Nevertheless, the finding here, although tentative, already provide clear indications that at 

least two different kinds of associative process are involved in when students make 

associative connections in context of learning science history.  

Finally, the results of the study have clear implications for the teaching of history of 

science. The bias towards persons as landmarks contains a risk that the whole endeavour 

of science is attributed to a few exceptionally talented and intelligent persons; a 

conception, which easily leads to an overestimation of the role of famous scientists (Leite, 

2002). On the other hand, the set of most important nodes include also colligatory concepts 

like the Scientific Revolution, the Enlightenment, the French Revolution, and the Industrial 

Revolution. Together with central persons the outcome is, after all, a satisfactory 

knowledge landscape, which acts as adequate if not yet optimal scaffolding for further 

discussions and elaborations. Some thematic groups and landmarks are, however, clearly 

underrepresented and missing. One underrepresented thematic area is Darwinism and 

Evolution, which only have a small role in the aggregated network. Clearly, concerning 

instructional strategies, a step to be taken is to guide students' attention to areas, which 

are underrepresented in their knowledge landscapes, and to make them aware of the 

unwarranted and strong bias there is towards a biographical and person-centred 

conception of history. To provide a balanced picture the teaching of science history should 

therefore develop approaches and scaffoldings where in addition to important persons, 

important events, ideas and institutions also gain better visibility. 
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